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Effect of twinning on the grain shape of crystallized amorphous Si 0.7Ge0.3
thin films on SiO 2

Hong Seung Kim and Jeong Yong Lee
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, KAIST, Taejeon 305-701, Korea

~Received 27 April 1998; accepted for publication 11 September 1998!

The grain morphology of Si0.7Ge0.3 depends on the number of the primary noncoplanar twin variants
formed at the early stage of solid-phase crystallization. The grain with major twin bands of a single
twin variant parallel to a$111% plane develops an elongated shape, owing to the preferential growth
in a ^112& direction along twins. When the grain has major twin bands of two or more noncoplanar
twin variants, the growth front between noncoplanar twin bands develops as fast as the^112&
direction along twins propagates, because such a growth front is formed from a$111% ledge. As
results, the grain becomes more or less equiaxed due to the increasing number of primary,
noncoplanar twin variants. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~98!02945-3#
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Recently, polycrystalline Si12xGex ~poly-Si12xGex) al-
loy materials have become attractive for thin film transist
~TFTs!. Since the melting point of Si12xGex is lower than
that of Si, physical phenomena controlling fabrication p
cesses such as deposition, crystallization, grain growth,
dopant activation occur at lower temperatures for Si12xGex

than for Si.1–4 While some poly-Si12xGex thin film studies
have been performed, the fundamental growth mechanis
the stage of solid-phase crystallization have been scar
investigated. The Si12xGex grains formed by solid-phas
crystallization were internally twinned.3,4 In our experiments,
the twinning events that occurred in the early stages of so
phase crystallization were related to the grain shape in
solid-phase crystallized amorphous Si0.7Ge0.3 films.

In this work, transmission electron microscopy was us
to characterize the various grain shapes during the so
phase crystallization of amorphous Si0.7Ge0.3 alloy films. The
results show that the number of primary noncoplanar tw
variants formed at the early stage of solid-phase crystall
tion is crucial for the grain shape. A schematic model,
plaining the grain shape change upon increasing the num
of the primary noncoplanar twin variants is proposed.

A Riber SIVA45 solid source molecular beam epita
~MBE! system with a base pressure in the 1310210 Torr
was used to deposit amorphous Si0.7Ge0.3 films on thermally
oxidized Sî100& wafers at 300 °C. The deposition rate w
0.1 nm/s and the thickness of films was 50 nm. The Ge m
fraction was measured by Rutherford backscattering sp
troscopy ~RBS!. The amorphous Si0.7Ge0.3 films were an-
nealed at 550 °C in a dry N2 ambient. Transmission electro
microscope specimens were prepared by the lift-off proce5

in which a sandwiched SiO2 layer was etched with HF:H2O
51:1 solution. Bright field transmission electron micr
graphs and selected area electron diffraction patterns w
obtained by a JEOL JEM2000EX, operated at 200 kV.

Figure 1~a! is a bright field transmission electron micro
graph that shows a grain in the Si0.7Ge0.3 thin film annealed
at 550 °C in a dry N2 ambient for 4 h and Fig. 1~b! is a
selected area electron diffraction pattern obtained from
grain in Fig. 1~a!. The grain has a typical elongated shap
According to the method proposed by Hatalis and Grev6
2730003-6951/98/73(19)/2739/3/$15.00
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the grain size is about 150 nm. Bright and dark stripes wh
are exhibited by the narrow twin platelets7 parallel to the
long axis of the elongated grain are observed in the cen
region of the grain. Indexing of the pattern shows that sp
indicated by arrows were diffracted from the~200!, ~111̄!,
~1̄11̄!, and ~42̄2! lattice planes, respectively. These latti
planes have the zone axis of the@011# direction. The con-
tinuous streaks, indicated by an arrow along a^111& direction
are seen in the diffraction pattern and normal to twin ban
of the grain in Fig. 1~a!. Comparing the diffraction pattern
with the grain shows that the direction where the grain gro
preferentially corresponds to the^211& direction along twin

FIG. 1. ~a! Bright field TEM micrograph showing an elongated Si0.7Ge0.3

grain with one primary twin variant in the film annealed at 550 °C in a d
N2 ambient for 4 h and~b! corresponding electron diffraction pattern.
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2740 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 73, No. 19, 9 November 1998 H. S. Kim and J. Y. Lee
bands and the growth in thê111& direction is a$111% facet
growth and slowest.

Figure 2~a! shows a bright field transmission electro
micrograph of another grain in the Si0.7Ge0.3 thin film an-
nealed at 550 °C in a dry N2 ambient for 4 h and Fig. 2~b! is
a selected area electron diffraction pattern obtained from
grain in Fig. 2~a!. The grain no longer has an elongat
shape, but a triangular shape. Major twin bands are obse
inside the grain and those are parallel to the two directi
indicated by T1 and T2, which have an angle of 70.5° w
respect to each other. The diffraction pattern shows that
grain also has a@011# orientation, as did the grain in Fig
1~a!. Amorphous/crystal interfaces in the@1̄1̄1# and @1̄11̄#
directions of the grain sustain$111% facet boundaries like tha
of an elongated grain, however, the outline of t
amorphous/crystalline interface between two major non
planar twin bands of the grain is rounded and convex. T
fact shows that the growth in the@1̄1̄1# and @1̄11̄# directions
is $111% facet growth, however, the growth in the@111̄# and
@11̄1# directions is not$111% facet growth, but is limited by
the growth in thê211& directions, which are the preferentia
growth direction along twin bands.

The widely accepted explanation for the anisotro
growth of such an elongated grain is the formation of two
more parallel twin bands leading to the formation of ree
trant grooves which can act as a nucleation site for ato
steps.8–10 In Fig. 3~a!, at this twin boundary on a$111% sur-
face, only two atoms are required to establish a nucle
while three atoms are required for the nucleation of n
layer on the$111% surface.9 Therefore, the grain with severa
parallel twin bands has to be an elongated elliptical sha

FIG. 2. ~a! Bright field TEM micrograph showing another Si0.7Ge0.3 grain
with two primary nonplanar twin variants in the film annealed at 550 °C
a dry N2 ambient for 4 h and~b! corresponding electron diffraction pattern
Downloaded 17 Apr 2013 to 143.248.118.122. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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Also, the grain with two or more primary non-coplanar tw
bands can be a branched elliptical or dendritic shape.

However, in our experiments, when a second~noncopla-
nar! twin variant which makes an angle of 70.5° with respe
to the first twin forms in sequence at an early stage of cr
tallization, the growth front between two noncoplanar tw
bands develops as fast as the^112& directions along twin
bands propagate. We suggest that the atomic$111% ledge can
form easily at such a growth front.

When two primary noncoplanar twin bands, which ma
an angle of 70.5° with respect to each other, form in
grain at the early stage of crystallization, the growth fronts
two primary noncoplanar twin bands develop in the^211&
directions, respectively, and the surfaces in the^111& direc-
tions are bounded by two sets of$111% planes, thus the grain
has two noncoplanar elongated arms. However, the con
of these two elongated arms reveals the contact of two se
$111% planes, which make an angle of 70.5° with respect
each other. So, the junction at the intersection of two non
planar elongated arms with the amorphous/crystalline in
face forms a$111% atomic ledge in Fig. 3~a!. Since this$111%

FIG. 3. ~a! A schematic drawing of the growth process shows a$111%
surface, twins and a ledge. At the atomic ledge, the addition of single a
can nucleate a new layer and at twin boundaries, two atoms are requ
however, on the$111% surface, cluster of three atoms is required for nuc
ation of a new layer and~b! a schematic drawing shows that the ledges fo
owing to the protruding amorphous/crystal interface at the junction.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ledge requires only a single atom to nucleate a new layer
ledge accelerates the growth on the adjacent$111% surfaces.9

Thus, the development of the amorphous/crystalline interf
at the junction is as fast as the growth in the^211& direction
along twins. While new$111% layers also nucleate directly o
the $111% surfaces where are apart from the junction, t
amorphous/crystalline interface in the neighborhood of
junction develops so fast owing to the easy nucleation
new layers at the junction that this interface protrudes. T
protruding interface should soon be bounded by the grow
$111% faces. This leads to the formation of new$111% ledges
as in Fig. 3~b!. These ledges also provide preferential si
for the nucleation of new layers. Hence,$111% ledges can be
formed continuously during grain growth. In addition, th
nucleus, which attaches directly on the$111% surface, often
reverses the stacking order and this nucleus is thus the
ginning of a new twin. Therefore, additional twins can
formed.

While the grain grows, not only additional twins form
continuously in two arms, but also$111% ledges form con-
tinuously between two arms by above reason. Therefore,
development of amorphous/crystal interface between
arms is as fast as the growth of arms in the^112& direction
along twins, so the outline between two arms is rounded
convex.

When more than two primary noncoplanar twin varian
are formed at the early stage of solid-phase crystallizat

FIG. 4. Bright field TEM micrograph showing an equiaxed Si0.7Ge0.3 grain
with four primary twin variants in the film annealed at 550 °C in a dry2
ambient for 4 h.
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the grain has a more or less equiaxed shape. An observa
of such a grain is shown in a bright field transmission el
tron micrograph in Fig. 4. There are four major noncoplan
twin bands, indicated by T1, T2, T3, and T4. The outlines
the amorphous/crystal interfaces between T1 and T2, T2
T3, and T3 and T4, which make an angle of 70.5° w
respect to each other, are rounded and convex.

In solid-phase crystallized amorphous Si0.7Ge0.3 thin
films, the grain with major twin bands of a single twin var
ant parallel to a$111% plane develops an elongated sha
owing to the slowest$111% facet growth in thê111& direc-
tion and the preferential growth in the^112& direction along
major twin bands. However, the grain with two noncoplan
twin variants, that have an angle of 70.5° with respect
each other, is not elongated. The growth front between
noncoplanar twin bands develops as fast as the prefe
^112& growth direction along major twins propagates, owi
to the easy nucleation at the corner where two arms m
resulting in accelerated$111% ledge growth. As the numbe
of primary, noncoplanar twin variants formed at the ea
stage of solid-phase crystallization is increased, the g
morphology of the Si0.7Ge0.3 alloy becomes increasingly
equiaxed.
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